
STUDIA UNIV. BABES�{BOLYAI, INFORMATICA, Volume XLV, Number 1, 2000TRAINING PROBABILISTIC CONTEXT-FREE GRAMMARS ASHIDDEN MARKOV MODELSADRIAN DUDA, GABRIELA S�ERBAN, DOINA T�ATARAbstrat. It is onsiderred in this moment that the use of mathematialstatistis methods in natural language proessing represents a leading topi inNLP. Statistial methods have �rst been applied in the "speeh-reognition"area. While Hidden Markov Model (HMM) is unanimously aepted as amathematial tool in this area, its advantages have been less used in dealingwith understanding natural language. In this paper we propose a method forassoiation of a HMM to a ontext-free grammar (CFG). In this way, learninga CFG with a orret parsing tree will be realized by learning a HMM.Key words: probabilisti ontex-free languages, hidden Markov mod-els, natural language proessing.1. Hidden Markov Model (HMM).HMM model is a generalization of Markov hains, being possible that morearrows to go out for a given input. As in an HMM we an have more pathsoverred for the same input, it implies that P (w1;n) (whih is the probabilityto have as input a sequene made up of n words, w1 w2 � � �wn, shortly writtenas w1;n ) is alulated as the sum of the probabilities on all the possible paths.Probability on a given path is alulated by multiplying the probabilities on eahsegment (arrow) of that path.De�nitionAn HMM is a 4-element struture < s1; S;W;E > , where S is a (�nite) setof states, s1 2 S is the initial state, W is a set of input symbols (words), and Eis a set of transitions (labelled arrows). We onsider the following order of theelements of the sets S;W;E: S = (s1; � � � s�); W = (w1; � � �w!);E = (e1; � � � e�):Let us notie the di�erene between wi and wi: the �rst one means the i-thelement (word) of an input sequene, while the seond one is the i-th elementof the W set. A transition is de�ned as a 4-element struture: (si; sj ; wk ; p) ,2000 Mathematis Subjet Classi�ation. 68Q42, 65C40.1998 CR Categories and Desriptors. F.4.2 [Theory of omputation℄: MathematialLogi and Formal languages { Grammars and other rewriting systems; G.3 [Mathematis ofComputing Probability and Statistis℄: Markov proesses.17



18 ADRIAN DUDA, GABRIELA S�ERBAN, DOINA T�ATARrepresenting passing from state si to state sj for input wk , transition evaluatedas having the probability p. As for a given input sequene we have more possiblepaths, the states that it has been passed through is not dedutible from input, buthidden (this gives the name of the model we fous on). The sequene of statess1; s2; � � � ; sn+1 that it has been passed through for an input w1;n is marked by usshortly with s1;n+1.Algorithm to �nd the highest-probability-path. In the followings, we areusing Viterbi 's algorithm to �nd the most probable path. Formally written, wehave to �nd argmaxs1;n+1P (w1;n; s1;n+1)where w1;n is a sequene of input(entrane) words, and s1;n+1 is the set of statesthat has been passed through. The main idea of the algorithm is alulating themost probable path beginning with the empty input sequene, and proessing oneword at a time, then the next word that omes in the input sequene. At everystep, we alulate the most probable sequene of states whih ends up with thestate si, i = 1; � � � ; �, where � is the total number of states of the Markov model.Formally, we denote: �i(t + 1) is the most probable sequene of states when itwas given as input the sequene of words w1;t and the �nal state being si. Thehighest-probability-path we are looking for is�i(n+ 1) = argmaxs1;t+1P (w1;t; s1;t; st+1 = si)and has as �nal state si. Dynami programming priniple, that is fundamentalfor Viterbi's algorithm, allows us to make the following remarque: the highest-probability-path to a state si, when it is given as input the sequene w1;t, ismade up of the maximum-probability-path with the input w1;t�1, with the �nalstate (let us note) sk , whih is making the multipliation P (�k(t))P (sk wt! si)as maximal, and juxtaposing this so-obtained path with the state si. Saying theabove in another way, �i(t+ 1) is alulated like this:�i(1) = si; i = 1 � � �� �i(t+1) = �j(t)Æsi ; j = argmaxk=1;�(P (�k(t))P (sk wt! si)):In the above formula, "Æ" represents onatenation.Algorithm to alulate the probability of an input sequene. We arementioning here two algorithms to alulate the probability of an input sequene.Let us note by �i(t+1) the probability that the input sequene w1;t be aepted,and having si as the �nal state. In other words:�i(t+ 1) = P (w1;t; st+1 = si); t > 0 (1)Let us notie that having all �i(n+ 1) values alulated, the probability P (w1;n)is given by: P (w1;n) = nXi=1 �i(n+ 1):



TRAINING PROBABILISTIC CONTEXT-FREE GRAMMARS AS HIDDEN MARKOV MODELS19Considering that w1;0 is the empty word, whih has the aeptane probability 1,we have that �j(1) = 1:; if j = 1; and it is 0 otherwise, orresponding to the fatthat the initial state of every path is s1. Calulation of �j(t) is done starting with�j(1) , �j(2) and going until �j(n+ 1) , using the reursive relation:�j(t+ 1) = �Xi=1 �i(t)P (si wt! sj):The probabilities �i(t) are alled forward probabilities. It is also possible to alu-late bakwards probabilities, �i(t), with the following de�nition: �i(t) representsthe aeptane-probability of input wt;n, if the state at step t is si. So:�i(t) = P (wt;n j st = si); t > 1:The probability we are looking for will be�1(1) = P (w1;n j s1 = s1) = P (w1;n)Calulation of � funtion is done starting with values:�i(n+ 1) = P (� j sn+1 = si) = 1; i = 1; � � � ; �:For the reursive ase, we have:�i(t� 1) = P (wt�1;n j st�1 = si) == �Xj=1 P (si wt�1! sj)�j(t)Training Markov models. The training algorithm of a Markov model used inthis paper is the Baum-Welh algorithm (or forward-bakward). This one, havinggiven a ertain training input sequene, it ajusts the probabilities of transitions inthe HMM, so that the respetive sequene have an as big as possible aeptaneprobability. Appliation of the algorithm has as prerequisite an HMM struture al-ready having been de�ned, and only the probabilities of transitions still remainingto be established. The probabilities of transitions are alulated with the formula[2℄ P (si wk! sj) = C(si wk! sj)P�;!l=1;m=1 C(si wm! sl) (2)The C funtion in the above formula is alulated like this [2℄:C(si wk! sj) = 1P (w1;n) nXt=1 �i(t)P (si wk! sj)�j(t+ 1) (3):What an be immediately notied in this formula is that, for the alulationof C(si wk! sj) we need to know path-probabilities, and so, the probabilities oftransitions for the HMM model. Therefore, we start with some 'guessed' prob-abilities, alulated with the help of the formula (3) the new values of funtion



20 ADRIAN DUDA, GABRIELA S�ERBAN, DOINA T�ATARC(si wk! sj) and then we adjust the probabilities of transitions using the formula(2). The indiator showing the improvement level of probabilities is the growthof the probability of input sequene P (w1;n) ompared to the previous estima-tion. The proess of realulating transition probabilities is �nished when theseprobabilities no more su�ers modi�ations onsidered as important.2. Probabilisti ontext-free grammars.De�nition [3, 2℄A probabilisti ontext-free grammar (PCFG) is a 5-element struture< W;N;N1; R; P >where � W = fw1; : : : ; w!g represents a set of terminal symbols (we also allthem words);� N = fN1; � � � ; N�g represents a set of non-terminal symbols, and N1 isthe initial(start) symbol S;� R is a set of rules of form N i ! �j , where �j 2 (N [W )�;� P is a probability funtion assoiating to every rule N i ! �j a proba-bility P (N i ! �j) so that the sum of probabilities of the rules having asleft-side member (deploying) the same non-terminal is 1.The probability of a sequene w1;n is equal with to sum of the probabilities ofall possible syntatial trees for the analysis of w1;n. The probability of a treeis given by the multipliation of the probabilities of the used rules : P (T ) =Qrule r used in T P (r):2.1. Assoiating an HMM model to a PCFG grammar. In the followings,we are providing a way of assoiating an HMM model to a PCFG grammar, sothat eah derivation tree orespond to a path in HMM. This allows us to alulatethe probability of a sequene as the probability of an aepted sequene by anHMM. In order to desribe the algorithm of attahing a HMM to a PCFG, wesuppose that the PCFG is in Chomsky-normal-form, that is, all the rules have theform: X ! Y Z or X ! awhere X;Y; Z are non-terminals, and a is terminal. There are three possiblesituations to be disussed:Case I. A rule has the form pX : X ! Y Z and there exist the rules pY : Y ! aand pZ : Y ! b. A derivation tree using these rules looks like that given in the�gure 1.The orresponding path in an HMM is shown in the �gure 2.Case II. A rule has the form pX : X ! Y Z , and there exist the rulespY : Y ! U V , pU : U ! a , pV : V ! b, pZ : Z ! . A derivation tree usingthese rules looks like in the �gure 3.



TRAINING PROBABILISTIC CONTEXT-FREE GRAMMARS AS HIDDEN MARKOV MODELS21XY Zba Fig. 1
�̀��� -6���� -6?���� 6-����X � : pX a : pY b : pZY Z SfFig. 2 XY ZbVbUa Fig. 3The orresponding path in an HMM is shown in the �gure 4.Case III. The rule has the form pX : X ! Y Z , and there exist the rulespZ : Z ! U V , pY : Y ! a , pU : U ! b, pV : V ! . A derivation tree usingthese rules looks like in �gure 5.



22 ADRIAN DUDA, GABRIELA S�ERBAN, DOINA T�ATAR�̀��� -6���� -6?���� 6-����X � : pX Y ?����?̀����Zsf
b : pV : pZ

� : pY a : pUU V
Fig. 4 XY Za Ub VFig. 5The orresponding path in an HMM is shown in the �gure 6.�̀��� -6���� -6?���� 6-����X � : pX Y ?����?̀����sf

a : pY � : pZZ Ub : pu : pVVFig. 6De�nitionA sequene w1;n 2 L(G) , where G is a PCFG, with the probability P (w1;n),if there is a parsing tree T with the root S and the produt of rules used for T isP (w1;n).



TRAINING PROBABILISTIC CONTEXT-FREE GRAMMARS AS HIDDEN MARKOV MODELS23De�nitionA sequene w1;n is aepted by a HMM H with the probability P (w1;n) if thereis a path from S ( the start node of HMM) to the �nal node sfin and the produtof probabilities on edges is P (w1;n).TheoremIf G is a probabilisti ontext-free grammar, H is the HMM assoiated with Gas above and the sequene w1;n 2 L(G) with the probability P (w1;n), then w1;n isaepted by H .Proof Let us onsider that w1;n 2 G, where G is in Chomsky normal form.We will prove by indution on the length m of the longest path in the parsingtree of w1;n that w1;n is aepted by H . If the length m is 1, then w1;n = a andin H there is a path (as in Case IV above) from S to sfin labeled by a , of thesame probability. We will suppose that the impliation is true for eah sequeneobtained by a parsing tree with the longest path m � 1 and let as suppose thatthe sequene w1;n is obtained by a parsing tree T with the longest path m. In thisparsing tree the �rst rule used is of the form pS : S ! Y Z . In the tree T Y andZ are roots of parsing tree T1 and T2, with the longest path at most m � 1 andwith the frontiers P1 and P2. The frontier of T is w1;n so w1;n = P1P2. Considerthat we are in the Case I (the others ases are proved analogously). In this aseP1 is a = w1 and P2 is w2;n. By indution hypothesis P2 is aepted by a HMMwith the start symbol Z. The situation in Case I is as in �gure 7.�̀��� -6���� -6?���� 6����a : pYY Z SfS -P2� : pS
Fig. 7So, H aepts aP2 = w1;n. The probability P (w1;n) in T is obtained as theprodut between pS , the probability of P1, and the probability of P2. In the CaseI the probability is: pS � pY � P2.3. Training PCFG - grammars.The training of the PCFG-grammars is obtained based on the training algorithmfor HMM, by passing from a grammar to an HMM, as in the above mentionedtheorem. As we have said, Baum-Velh algorithm for training an HMM needs



24 ADRIAN DUDA, GABRIELA S�ERBAN, DOINA T�ATARa given struture to be applied to. Just the same, for a PCFG, it is supposedthat the rules have already been de�ned. Let us onsider the phrases used forthe training proess as "parenthesis-ed", whih means, it is de�ned the way toobtain items from lower-level items (loser to the border of the derivation tree).In order to exemplify, look at the phrase: " Salespeople sold the dog bisuits"[2℄. Let us now desribe the needed steps when training a PCFG, and use theabove phrase for better understanding. Parenthesis-ing (Salespeople (sold (thedog bisuits))), generates the folowing rules: s ! np vp ; np ! noun ; np !det noun noun; vp ! verb np : A seond possible parenthesis-ing (inorret) is:(Salespeople (sold (the dog) bisuits)). Aording to this, we have the rules: s !np vp ; np! noun ; np! det noun ;vp! verb np np: The overall set of rules wehave obtained is shown below, where the sum of probabilities of the rules having thesame non-terminal in the left-side member is s ! np vp : 1:0; np ! noun : 0:5;np ! det noun noun : 0:25; np ! det noun : 0:25; vp ! verb np : 0:5; vp !verb np np : 0:5: We are transforming the so-obtained rules to be in Chomsky-normal-form, starting with the rule np ! noun : 0:5 and in the next step weare modifying the rules ontaining more than two non-terminals in their right-sidemember. After these being done, the �nal grammar beomes: s ! np vp : 0:50;s ! noun vp : 0:50; np ! det � n noun : 0:50; np ! det noun : 0:50; vp !verb np : 0:20; vp ! verb noun : 0:20; vp ! verb � np np : 0:20; vp ! verb �np noun : 0:20; vp! verb�n noun : 0:20; det� n! det noun : 1:0; v� np!verb np : 1:0; v � n ! verb noun : 1:0; noun ! salespeople : 0:35; noun !bisuits : 0:35; noun ! dog : 0:40; verb ! sold : 1:0; det ! the : 1:0: Let usnow onsider the �rst (orret) parenthesis-ing of the phrase: (Salespeople (sold(the dog bisuits))). The derivation-tree of �gure 8 orresponds to this situation.The path in the HMM is given in �gure 9.As far as onerns the seond (inorret) parenthesis-ing, its orrespondingderivation-tree looks like in �gure 10.Initially, both of the derivation trees have the same probability (0.00245). Afterthe grammar has been trained with the orretly paranthesised phrase, the orrettree has the probability 0.037037 while the inorret one has the probability 0.000.4. The appliation.The appliation is written in Borland Pasal. The appliation has three parts:� the �rst part(A) reads a HMM from a text �le� the seond part(B), having as input a HMM and a given entry sequene, �ndsthe probability and also the most probable paths for the entry sequene� the third part(C), exeutes the training of the given HMM, for a given entrysequene.



TRAINING PROBABILISTIC CONTEXT-FREE GRAMMARS AS HIDDEN MARKOV MODELS25Snounsalespoeple vpverbsold npdet� ndetthe noundog
nounbisuitsFig. 8

���� -���� -���� -���� - -���� -����& %����& ����
S � : 0:50noun salesp : 0:35 vp � : 0:20 verb np det� nsold : 1:0 � : 0:50� : 1:0the : 1:0 detsfinbisuits : 0:35--

����dog : 0:40
�6

Fig. 9
The algorithms used in the seond and the third part of the appliation aredesribed above.



26 ADRIAN DUDA, GABRIELA S�ERBAN, DOINA T�ATARSnounsalespeople vpverb� npverbsold npdetthe noundog
nounbisuitsFig. 10The appliation will be sent at request by the seond author. In the followingwe will desribe shortly this appliation.The input data are read from a text �le, whih ontains the given HMM, infat the number of states, the set of states, the initial state and the setof transitions. We have to speify that the number of entries and the set of theentries is not read from the input �le, but is automatially alulated from the setof transitions. We assume that eah transition is identi�ed by three omponentss1; p; s2, where s1 and s2 are states, and p is the probability of the transition froms1 to s2 and also, a state is identi�ed by a harater (of ourse, this assumption isnot restritive, if is neessary, a state ould be identi�ed by a string).Constants.�MaxNrStari = 25- the maximum number of states�MaxNrIntrari = 15- the maximum number of entries�MaxNrDrum = 10- the maximum number of pathsData types.sir=array[1..MaxNrStari℄ of har- de�nes the type of the set of states of the HMM (eah state is represented as aharater)tranzitii=array[1..MaxNrStari,1..MaxNrIntrari,1..MaxNrStari℄ of real



TRAINING PROBABILISTIC CONTEXT-FREE GRAMMARS AS HIDDEN MARKOV MODELS27- de�nes the type of the set of transitions (the struture of a transition was de-sribed above)mat=array[1..MaxNrStari,1..MaxNrIntrari℄ of real- de�nes the type of a matrix withMaxNrStari lines andMaxNrIntrari olumns,for representing the data type of the probabilities �i(t)sirs=array[1..MaxNrDrum℄ of string;- represents the type orresponding to the array of paths in the HMM (a path isrepresented as a string - an array of haraters).Global variables.�s - a variable of type sir; represents the set (array) of states�w - a variable of type sir; represents the set (array) of entries�p - a variable of type tranzitii; represents the set (array) of transitions�sigma- a variable of type integer; represents the number of states�ni - a variable of type integer; represents the number of entries�si - a variable of type integer; represents the index of the initial state in theset of states�alfa - a variable of type mat; represents the matrix ontaining as elementsthe probabilities �i(t) (for a given entry sequene)�beta - a variable of type mat; represents the matrix ontaining as elements theprobabilities �i(t) (for a given entry sequene)�y - a variable of type string; represents an entry sequene (we assume thatthe length of this sequene is less or equal than MaxNrIntrari)The algorithm performs the following steps:Part A� reads the input data(the HMM) from the text �le.Part B� reads an entry sequene� determines for the given entry y, the probabilities �i(t) and �i(t) (for alli 2 [1::sigma℄ and t 2 [1::length(y) + 1℄� using � and � (alulated at the preeding step), on determine the probabilityof the entry sequene y� determines and displays the most probable paths for the entry sequenePart C� reads the training entry sequene� trains the HMM for the entry sequene, using the Baum-Welh algorithmSubprograms used.



28 ADRIAN DUDA, GABRIELA S�ERBAN, DOINA T�ATARPart A(P) proedure itire(var sigma : integer; var s; w : sir; var p : tranzitii; var si :integer; var ni : integer)- reads the input data (the number of states, the set of states, the set of entries,the set of transitions, the initial state, the number of entries) from a text �lePart B(F) funtion apare(x : string; s : sir;ns : integer) : integer- determines the index of the string x in the array s having the dimension ns(F) funtion alfa j tplus1(alfa : mat; j; t : integer; y : string) : real- alulates �j(t+ 1) for the entry sequene y(F) funtion beta i tminus1(alfa; beta : mat; i; t : integer; y : string) : real- alulates �i(t� 1) for the entry sequene y(P) proedure alul alfa beta(var alfa; beta : mat; y : string)- using the two above desribed funtions, alulates the probabilities �i(t) and�i(t) (for all i 2 [1::sigma℄ and t 2 [1::length(y) + 1℄(P) proedure det prob intrare(y : string; var pro : real)- alulates the probability p of the entry sequene y, as the sum of the elementsfrom the last olumn (length(y)+1) of the matrix alfa(P) proedure det drum el mai probabil(y : string; var n : integer; var z :sirs; var max : real)- determines the most probable paths for the entry sequene y, eah path havingthe probability max (n represent the number of paths, z represent the array ofthe most probable paths)(P) proedure afisare drum el mai probabil(y : string;n : integer; z : sirs; pro :real)- displays the most probable paths for the entry sequene y (the paths retainedby the above desribed proedure)Part C.(F) funtion alul  i k j(i; k; j : integer; y : string) : real- alulates the value of the numbering funtion C for the states i, j and thetransition y[k℄ (y is the entry sequene), using the relation (3) given in subsetion1.1; this funtion uses the values �i(t) and �i(t) alulated in part B(P) proedure antrenare hmm- trains the HMM using a training entry sequene and the Baum-Welh algo-rithmExamples.Part B.Let us onsider the following input �le



TRAINING PROBABILISTIC CONTEXT-FREE GRAMMARS AS HIDDEN MARKOV MODELS293 - the number of statess - the �rst stateb - the seond statef - the third states - the initial states 0 s 0.05 - the following lines ontain the transitionss 1 s 0.05s 0 b 0.9b 1 s 0.3b 0 s 0.5s 1 f 0.1b 0 f 0.1b 1 f 0.1If the entry sequene is 001, then the results are� the probability of the entry sequene is 0.0859� the probability of the most probable path for the entry sequene is 0.0450� the most probable path for the entry sequene is sbsfPart C.Let us onsider the following input �le, whih odi�es the HMM desribed insetion 3.9s - the state "S"a - the state "noun"b - the state "vp" - the state "verb-np"d - the state "verb"e - the state "np"h - the state "det-n"g - the state "det"f - the �nal state "s-�n"s - the initial states l a 0.5 - the transitionsa d a 0.4 - "d" odi�es "dog"a S b 0.35 - "S" odi�es "Salespeople"a b f 0.35 - "b" odi�es "bisuits"b l  0.2 - "l" odi�es "�"b l d 0.2 l d 1.0d s e 1.0 - "s" odi�es "sold"e l h 0.5



30 ADRIAN DUDA, GABRIELA S�ERBAN, DOINA T�ATARe l g 0.5h l g 1.0g t a 1.0 - "t" odi�es "the"a S f 0.35d s f 1.0a d f 0.4s l e 0.5a d b 0.40The sequene whih odi�es the orret sentene (Salespeople(sold(the dog bis-uits))) (1) is lSlslltdb.The sequene whih odi�es the inorret sentene (Salespeople(sold(the dog)bisuits)) (2) is lSllsltdb.The sequene whih odi�es the inorret sentene (The dog(sold(the dog bis-uits))) (3) is lltdlslltdb.The results obtained for this HMM are the following� in the given HMM, without training, the sentenes 1 and 2 have the sameprobability 0.00245 and the sentene (3) has the probability 0.0014� after training the HMM for the �rst sentene (1), the probability for thesentene 1 is 0.037037, the probability for the sentene 2 is 0.00 and the probabilityfor the sequene (3) is 0.00 Referenes[1℄ J.Allen : " Natural language understanding", Benjamin/Cummings Publ. , 2nd ed., 1995.[2℄ E. Charniak: "Statistial language learning", MIT Press, 1996.[3℄ D. Jurafski, J. H. Martin: "Speeh and Language Proessing", Prentie Hall, 2000.[4℄ S.J.Russell, P.Norvig: "Arti�ial intelligene.A modern approah", Prentie-Hall Interna-tional,1995.[5℄ D. Tatar: "Uni�ation grammars in natural language proessing", in "Reent topis inmathematial and omputational linguistis", ed. Aademiei, Buuresti, 2000, pg 289-300.Faulty of Mathematis and Computer Siene, \Babes�-Bolyai" University, Cluj-Napoa, RomaniaE-mail address: gabis|dtatar�s.ubbluj.ro


